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I. Vocabulary  (8 Marks)  

A) Choose the best answer from a, b, c and d.    (4x1=4 Marks) 

 

1. People can  ………….…… their wounds by applying a bandage for protection.                                  

  

a. bind up                        b. seep into                        c.  get access               d. chase away  

 

2. Using a/an  ……………………..…. is not allowed especially near hospitals.  

  

a. achievement                b. horn                               c. cholera                    d. breeding 

 

3. Students in the back row could hear their classmate easily because he spoke……………… . 

  

a. dangerously                b. perhaps                           c. completely               d. loudly 

 

4. Air, water and food are  ……….………..…..……things to live on earth safely. 

  

a. expressive                   b. lime                                c. essential                    d. blind  

 

             ) Marks (4x1=4 : Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list below)B

                                       

( rich in  
 
/  treat 

 
/ mood

 
/ road signs 

 
/ waterfall 

 
 ) 

5. Highways should be provided with clear  … road signs …….… to address drivers. 

6. I think my father is still in a good …….. mood…….….. because he won a new car.    

7. Kuwait is ……………rich in …..….. oil so it exports it  to different countries.   

8. Most teachers ……… treat 
 
…..…. their students in a good way so they like them. 

1 
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II- Grammar (  5 Marks ) 

A) Choose the correct answer: ( 4X ½ =2 Marks ) 

  

9.          Ali hasn’t finished his school project ( for / yet / already ). His project is about how 

Kuwaiti people used to ( live / lived / lives ) in the past.Unfortaunately,he hasn’t got  

( a / much  / any )idea about the suitable time to send it for his teacher. If I were him,  

I ( will / would/ have to ) ask my teacher for more information and details. 

B) Do as required between brackets: ( 3X1=3 Marks) 

 

10. Fahd said "My friends are visiting France in August."        (Change into Reported Speech)
  
    

     He said that his friends were visiting France in August. 

  

11. Our country built a new school. It is near my house.                     (Join using: which) 
 
           

     Our country built a new school which is near my house. 

 

12. My cousins have sent me emails about their new lifestyle in London.    (Make Negative)
  
    

    My cousins haven‟t sent me emails about their new lifestyle in London.          
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III- Language Functions ( 6 Marks) 

A. Write what you would say in the following situations: (3X2= 6 Marks) 

13. One of your cousins has got a terrible headache. 

   
(Giving advice /Obligation/Suggestion)

            
 
 

14. Your teacher asked why you hadn’t done your homework. 

 (Giving reason / Giving explanations)
  
   

15. A waiter asks you about your favourite food.
 
 

(Expressing likes &preference)     
   

Any Reasonable Answer is Accepted 

                              IV- Set-Book Questions ( 6 Marks ) 

Answer  only THREE of the following questions: (3X 2=6 Marks) 

16. What are the qualities you need to be a good story writer?      

   I need an active imagination and sense of sympathy/organization to be a good story 

writer. 

 

17. How do people spend their holidays?                                                       

  People spend their holidays in visiting busy cities or practicing their hobbies.  

 

18. Some people prefer to live in big cities, why do you think so?     
             

  

  Some people prefer to live big cities to have good jobs and a better life.  

 

19. How can you keep fit and healthy?                                    

I can keep fit and healthy by doing physical activities, eating fruits and vegetables. 

                                         Any Reasonable Answer is Accepted 
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V-Writing (15 Marks) 

Write on the following topic: 

  “Success has nothing to do with what you get in life. It is what you do for others.”  

Plan and write a report of two paragraphs (12 sentences) about Problems poor countries may 

face and how rich countries can help them. 

The following words may help you: 

 

 (problems / suffer / sanitation / diseases / fetch / helpful/regularly/ treat /charitable/happily) 

 

NB: (Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting ideas and a conclusion) 

 

 

Plan your topic here (2M): 

 

Rubrics for checking Writing: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Rubrics Mark 
Total 

Mark 

Planning (mind mapping/ graphic organizers) 2 

15 

Exposition of ideas and coherence. 7 

Paragraphing and number of sentences  2 

Grammar. 1 

Spelling 1 

Handwriting and punctuation 2 

 2 marks to be deducted from the total mark for 

changing the format. 

 

 Off point planning /topics receive zero  
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Write your topic here (13M) 

 

........................................................................................................................................................... 

...........................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................... 

...........................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................... 

………………………………………..………………………………………………...………….. 

R
u

b
ri

cs
  

Plan Exposition of 

ideas and 

coherence   

Paragraphing 

and number 

of sentences 

Grammar Spelling Handwriting 

and 

punctuation 

Changing 

format 

Total 

8 7 8 0 0 8 -2 15 
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VI- Reading Comprehension (20 Marks) 

Read the following passage carefully, and then answer the questions below:    

        According to the American Camp Association (ACA), 11 million children and adults 

joined camps in 2010.The ACA manager says that if the number of summer campers rises one 

million every year, they will need more workers to work in camps. This number shows the 

numerous benefits of camps. 

         As technology continues to play a big role in the education of today's youth, summer 

camps are ideal places for kids to leave the phones and computers behind and get active. Many 

camps have got many types of activities during the day that help children to exercise. In camps, 

kids may find new sports and activities that suit their interests. But sometimes it might be risky 

and dangerous, in some places, for kids to go camping when there are heavy rains or snow 

storms. 

         Outside the classrooms, summer camps are a great way for young people to socialize and 

meet new friends. Local camps are usually made up of young people from schools in the nearby 

area. This gives your teen a chance to meet new students that come from different schools. As 

teens grow to adulthood, camps can help them develop social skills in a good environment. 

Encouraging your kids to try a summer camp will put them in everyday social situations that 

might prepare them for college and future life.                                    

A) Choose the correct answer from a , b ,c and d:- ( 4X 2 ½ = 10 Marks ) 

20. What is the best title for this passage? 

a. Social Skills                                              

b. Summer Camps                                      

c. Useful Technology  

d. Modern Schools 

21.  The underlined word ‘ideal‟ in the 2
nd

   paragraph means: 

a. sticky                                                        

b. bright                  

c. perfect        

          d. inventive 

https://www.acacamps.org/media/aca-facts-trends
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22.  The underlined word „them‟ in the 3
rd

 paragraph refers to: 

a. kids                                              

b. skills 

c. camps 

d. schools 

23. According to the passage, which of the following sentences is NOT TRUE? 

a. Exercises are important for kids. 

b. Camps are useful for young people.  

c. Kids may find new and interesting activities in camps. 

d. Camps are not suitable places to meet new people.  

 

B) Answer these questions:- ( 4X2 ½ = 10 Marks) 

 

24. In which season might camping be dangerous and risky for kids in some places? 

     It might be risky and dangerous for kids to go camping in winter in some places.  

25. Why does the number of American summer campers rise every year? 

    Because camps have got numerous benefits.                         

26. How do summer camps make participants active?                                                                       

Summer camps are ideal places for kids to leave the phones and computers behind and get 

active.                                                                                             

27. What is the importance of putting kids in everyday social situations?   

Everyday social situations prepare kids for life by providing them with the necessary 

social skills that might prepare them for college and future life. 

 

 اَخهج األسئهت

 يع حًُيبحُب نكى ببنُجبح


